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Sound and
Naad Yoga

Naad is the essence of

all sound. The vibrational

harmony of the Infinite. 

Naad is the vibrational harmony 

through which the infinite can be 

experienced, it is “the essence of 

all sound”. 

Naad Yoga works with the move-Naad Yoga works with the move-

ment of the tongue against the me-

ridian points and nerve endings in 

the mouth. It stimulates neuro-

transmission in different parts of 

the brain. We thus alter the state 

of our brain and capability to ex-

press our personality through the 

emotional dimensional experience, 

our senses and our individual com-

munication.

We have the power through this 

yogic limb to alter our state of 

energy in our mind and project our 

personality so it is birthed from 

our most authentic self. Yoga 

simply means to yoke - to attune,

attach, marry etc. - yourself to the 

infinite.  

Science has proved everything is Science has proved everything is 

in a state of vibration and reso-

nates frequencies. Though we only 

‘perceive’  some of this frequency 

range.  If you make music you 

likely know about the frequency 

ranges in which instruments play. 

Perhaps, on deeper reflection fre-Perhaps, on deeper reflection fre-

quency range is also infinite? And 

as our consciousness expands so 

will our experience of this reality.

Sound penetrates physical ob-

jects. Bass can vibrate and rattle 

an entire car. It can vibrate your 

body. It can cause feeling of 

peace or stress. Yet it is invisible. It 

is a force which proves the possi-

ble impact  from an invisible 

source that effects the physical di-

mension. 
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“The sound was a chorus of 

voices so full, yet lighter

than any sound I had heard.”

The science of Naad Yoga pro-

vides us with a pathway to tap into 

and develop our subtle senses, 

beyond the five physical senses 

that we often rely on. By turning 

inward, we have the potential to 

deepen our self-knowledge and in-

tuitive awareness.

What if we were to commit to culti-

vating this subtle sense? Imagine 

how life woudl change?

A decade ago, I underwent a hear-

ing test after mistakenly believing 

that I had tinnitus. I was surprised 

to learn that I could hear frequen-

cies that most people couldn't. I 

believe that this experience is di-

rectly linked to the concept of 

subtle senses.

In the etheric realms, where the 

ego is diminished, the dimensions 

are less dense. When sound or 

vision comes to us from these 

realms, they are lighter, almost 

translucent,

yet still crystal clear, multi-lay-

ered, and complex. The sounds we 

hear within are vivid and distinct, 

while the sight is perceptible, 

though somewhat opaque.

After the passing of my parents, I 

began experiencing strange sights 

and sounds that seemed to come 

from nowhere. The sounds I heard 

were not within the typical frequen-

cy range and I soon realized that 

they were coming from within me. 

My father would send me songs My father would send me songs 

that I could hear perfectly in my 

mind, as if they were playing right 

beside me. My sister, who had 

never had any psychic experienc-

es before, also experienced the 

same phenomenon. 

One night I woke up in the middle 

of the night to see streams of 

golden light pouring down from
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us to connect with the totality of 

creation. Much of this occurs on a 

subconscious level and leads to a 

reprogramming of our beliefs and 

patterns through an energetic dis-

mantling and rebuilding process

Emotions and thoughts are often 

described as forms of energy. 

They are intangible yet powerful 

forces that can influence our physi-

cal and mental well-being. Our 

thoughts and emotions have a fre-

quency, just like radio waves or 

light, and they can be transmitted 

and received by others. When we 

experience a strong emotion or 

thought, it generates a specific vi-

bration that can be felt by those 

around us, even if they are not con-

sciously aware of it.

Our emotions and thoughts are 

also frequencies, much like sound. 

However, they are invisible fre-

quencies that can be transformed 

through a process of "melting." 

This transformation allows us to re-

shape the energy of our thoughts 

rom the ceiling. The light was 

translucent and opaque at the 

same time, and I couldn't see what 

was behind it. The sound that ac-

companied the light was a chorus 

of voices that was fuller and light-

er than any sound I had ever 

heard. Each voice was unique yet 

unified in its singularity, and I have 

never heard anything so beautiful 

before or since.

This experience was a result of a 

chance opening in my perception, 

and it has motivated me to contin-

ue practicing meditation. Through 

years of meditation, my ability to 

sense beyond the normal range 

has been heightened, and I now 

perceive paranormal activity with perceive paranormal activity with 

greater ease and clarity.

The practice of vibrating certain 

sounds, such as those found in 

Naad Yoga, allows us to tune into 

various levels of dimensions and 

energetic intelligence, which is 

often referred to as conscious-

ness. This practice can even allow 

.
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and beliefs, changing their fre-

quency into something more posi-

tive and beneficial. It's important 

to note that energy cannot be de-

stroyed, only transformed.

By working with these frequencies 

through practices like Naad Yoga, 

we have the ability to positively 

impact our beliefs, emotions, and 

overall well-being. This can lead 

to a greater sense of inner peace 

and a deeper connection with the 

world around us. By becoming world around us. By becoming 

more aware of the energy we are 

creating through our thoughts and 

emotions, we can work to cultivate 

a more positive and harmonious 

energy that not only benefits our-

selves but also those around us.


